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Agenda

• Current seasonal climate conditions 
update

• Soils and drought update
• Seasonal Forecast info (are we done with 

snow?)





MTD Temp



This week’s 
temps will 
make a big 
difference to 
the monthly 
stats













MTD Precip





Climate divisions defined by Dr. Klaus Wolter of 
NOAA's Climate Diagnostic Center in Boulder, CO

Klaus 
Wolter



3rd driest on 
record since 
1906





















30-day SPI



90 day spi



6 month spi



12 month spi















Seasonal Outlook
The wet 
season is 
mostly over for 
the high 
country. We 
now wait to 
see how 
temperatures 
impact 
demand

The wet 
season is just 
beginning for 
the eastern 
plains. Next 
six weeks are 
critical



Current Sea Surface 
Temperature Pattern

• La Niña 
weakening

• Neutral 
conditions 
likely for 
summer 

• Development 
of 2nd year 
La Niña 
favored in fall





The Near-Term Is Cold. Potential trouble for 
specialty crops!



May Forecast

Dynamical Models Continue to favor excess ridging over the 
spring/summer. Ridge axis moves north through summer



CPC May-July Outlook

• Our 30-year climate normal are getting long in the teeth given our unstable 
climate

• The most important factor in these summer forecasts is trend signal:noise ratio



June-August Outlook Influenced Heavily by 
Trends



CPC Drought Outlook



2021 Percent of Normal Peak Snowpack



Colorado Basin River Forecast Center Season Water 
Supply Forecasts

Streamflows will 
be much below 
normal west of 
the Continental 
Divide



An early 
melt and a 
warm, dry 
summer 
forecast 
leaves us 
vulnerable 
to another 
big fire year



Takeaways
• March was a good month for eastern Colorado. Snow wasn’t heavy 

or widespread enough to be a miracle, but it was a magnanimous 
month. The western slopes have continued to struggle

• Long-term conditions are still well on the dry side of normal. This is 
reflected in soils, plant stress, and surface water

• Snowmelt in western Colorado is coming early, but so far runoff is 
still low. This is likely in part because of antecedent soil conditions

• Our summers are getting hotter. The current seasonal forecast is a 
reflection of this. Dynamical models also favor dry conditions and 
anomalous ridging over the NW US

• The coming season will come with above normal risk for fires and 
water shortages in western Colorado



Summer Levels of Concern

• Fire Season: High
• Western Slopes Water Availability: High
• Eastern Plains Agriculture: Above Normal
• Front Range Water Availability: Normal



Colorado Climate Center
Thanks, and let’s keep in touch!

Peter Goble – peter.goble@colostate.edu
Russ Schumacher – russ.Schumacher@colostate.edu
Becky Bolinger – becky.bolinger@colostate.edu
Zach Schwalbe – zach.Schwalbe@colostate.edu
 
Viewing this, and previous WATF Briefings: 
http://climate.colostate.edu/ccc_archive.html
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